
The Imagecene

The Imagecene is here, and it’s forcing us to live in a world full of images.

While some embrace this new technology, many others feel out of control and

overwhelmed. Here are some life tips for living an image world. Cybernetics,

a field of study bridging human and machine, come from the need to understand

how humans relate to technology. The ultimate goal is to educate people on

how they can use technology with good judgment, intelligence, and insight.

The rise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has ushered in a new world full of

machines. As people accept more Artificial Intelligence in their daily lives,

it has become important to understand how human and machine communicate with

each other…

If you need tips for living an image world, then look no further than the

Imagecene. Cybernetics is the study of communication and control systems, and

it’s a little unsettling to realize how much of our communication is

monitored, monitored, monitored. Is this matrix we are creating for ourselves

a good idea, or will it lead us to an Orwellian dystopia? Let’s consider

these questions as we wander through the world of bits and bytes.

-

From 1994 to 2001, technology developed and served as a portal for the

Imagecene. This period was called the Cybernetics period. The period that

followed was called the Matrix period. Today, anyone can access this portal

and step into either period, depending on whether they are paying attention

or not. Awareness is the key to living an image world. Our goal is to help

you remember who you are and what you are here to do.

-

“Imagecene” is a neologism coined by Emre Çalıkoğlu, drawing from

Cybernetics, Mayakovsky, and the term “virtual reality”; it refers to the

enhancement of the concept of an image, through digital or Internet

technologies, its dissemination, and its appropriation by society. Now, more

than ever, we must constantly learn, develop, and adapt to this new world,

which is constantly growing and changing. We have presented the material of

this new discipline in four ways: <USER> <USER> <USER> <USER> Thanks to

<USER> for permission to reuse material presented at <USER>



Photo shoots can be a scary and overwhelming time. Here are MY top tips for

living an image world. I often joke that I am filling my head with

cybernetics so that I can survive the Matrix. Most people fear being judged

or criticized. So here are a few things I do to prepare:

Tips For Living an Image World: In an age of imagecene, the "Matrix" might

serve as an apt metaphor for members of image-conscious societies. However,

it might also serve as an apt metaphor for how we each live far more in the

"Matrix" than many of us realize. The "Matrix" is a metaphor for living in a

cybernetic system of interconnected elements and processes as part of the

global economic system. Such systems produce outcomes determined by their

structural and systemic composition, and by the way they are designed and

managed by those in a position to do so. Learn more at

www.matrixworldperspect.org

Today we will take the shroud of mystery off Imagecene. Imagecene, also known

as the "Imagecene" or "truth machine" is a concept developed by Russian

cybernetician LevProtopopov. This idea was developed in the 1960's but was

later used as a backdrop for Neal Stephenson's book "The Diamond Age".

Imagecene is the concept that "pictures" are inherently human stories. It's

the idea that what we say is also a picture of what we are meaning. An

interesting look at how the brain works, and shows how images can get us into

trouble. We will explore this topic further as we explore Epic editing

platform.

Tips for living an image world: The Imagecene: Once, cybernetics was thought

of as a magic tool for thinking machines, now it’s our everyday reality. When

you can turn a thought in your head into money, you no longer think in terms

of images. Now every thought, thought-feeling-knowing can be translated into

digits on a screen. “I want to make an epic movie!” “I want to win the

lottery!” “I want to lose weight!” “I want to buy a new camera!” “I want to

become a painter!” “I want to become an astronaut!” “I want to become...”.

(They always do, at least!) (No, I’m not a cynic, just listing things I see

every day.) And now with digital, the Imagecene encircles us like a wind

tunnel, sucking up our hopes, our dreams, our aspirations, our intentions.

There is no escape.

The Imagecene is a world built upon the ideas put forward in Cybernetics.

Imagecene began as a personal project to make a well-known narrative more

epic and beautiful. We discovered that with a little bit of computer

know-how, digital art is within reach. With this realization, Imagecene was

born. Imagecene uses a pen and paper look to the digital space. We use simple



pencil, crayon and watercolor techniques to recreate iconic images like Star

Wars and Lord of the Rings. We offer step-by-step instructions, along with

helpful tips and tricks so that anyone can create their own epic artwork.

Imagecene - Moving in to the image based world. Growing up, most of us were

raised in a world where what you saw was real, and a representation of the

world. In other words, the more you could represent something, the closer to

the actual thing, or truth, it was. But in the great cybernetics revolution

of the late 20's to the 60's, it was quickly realized that our world could no

longer be represented, predicted, or controlled. The complexity of our own

digital hearts made that impossible. Our world is one that is constantly

born, dies, repeats itself, and evolves. Beyond our world we watch we affirm

in imagecene.

A few months ago, I started thinking more about the impact of images on our

lives, particularly in an era where uploading photos to the Web has become

virtually automatic. These days, we no longer even carry cameras (we have

them in our phones, ironically enough), but there is clearly still an impact

from when an image is actually shot. It was this that inspired me to consider

the term Imagecene, which is defined as "the period since the Human Genome

Project, when large databases of images and their metadata became common." As

I was thinking about this, I thought about how the Human Genome Project was

as much about Cybernetics as genetics, and how even that science had been

deeply influenced by the computer revolution. All of this was percolating

around my mind, and it coalesced into Epic, a digital magazine for the next

generation.

Congratulations on starting this journey! It’s safe to assume that you’re

already aware of the powerful influence visual images have in our every day

lives. Over the past year, we have been working to define Imagecene, a new

way of thinking about images, visual imagery, and the power that we have as

individuals and as an organization to positively or negatively impact our

world. Cybernetics is a discipline that has roots in engineering, biology,

and psychology. The term originates from the Greek word for “mechanism.” At

Epic, we view Cybernetics as the science of understanding, predicting, and

influencing the behavior of complex systems.

In today's digital world, more and more people are spending time in front of

a screen, whether that is a computer monitor, TV, phone, tablet or laptop.

But in this screen-based world, it's important to remember to maintain some

degree of balance. We've compiled some tips for living an image world. In

1999, media theorist, Lev Manovich coined the term "Imagecene." According to



Manovich, "Imagecene" is the era in which images and videos have entered our

lives in greater numbers than ever before, transforming how we communicate,

work, and construct our sense of self. Join us as our Program in Digital

Leadership alumnus, Dr. Marcus VanderZwaag, shares his ideas on the digital

age, and how today's young people can prepare for a life in epic.

It's time once again to determine you tip for living in the Imagecene. The

Imagecene is our new epoch, when everything we see is digitally created. In

the same way that cybernetics and robotics were crucial during the

20thcentury, digital imaging will have an equally profound effect on our

lives. So, what digital imaging means is, with every swipe of your hand and

tap on your phone, you're creating. What that means is that every image you

create has the potential to be reproduced, traced back to you, and critiqued.

Therefore, the next critical step is digital identity. Go check out

<YOUR_URL> to get yours started.

Imagecene is here and change is all around. The geist behind imagecene is

cybernetics, the science of online organizing. www. is a digital environment

where individual users are empowered to make their actions and choices count.

The world as we know it is speeding up—faster than the blink of an eye. There

will be epic upheavals, transformations and changes in our way of life in a

(near) future. Are you ready? The digitalization of consciousness has already

begun. Are you ready?

With the rise of the internet and social media, we are living in an

Imagecene. The Information Age and Cybernetics is about data, whereas

Imagecene is about images. Imagecene, also known as Epic, is a digital era

where we have been living for a decade. We are living in an age that is more

image-oriented than ever before - from how we interact with devices to the

way we interact with each other. UNSCN has a mission to create capacity for a

global net generation while empowering individuals through education and

training to prepare them for a digital India , let's celebrate 'Imagecene

Day' to make this age a better place for everyone !!

The Imagecene business is accelerating and many companies are taking various

steps to reshape their perspective and value system. The way we engage with

information, view, and contemplate our world is changing dramatically. We

call this evolution of the visual space the Imagecene. The question is, are

you ready for the change? Take a look at some of the tips shared recently by

Epic, one of the leaders in digital. <YOUR_URL>



With the rise of social media sites, the prevalence of selfies and a growing

obsession with image, we live in a world completely saturated by images.

That’s why we’ve put together this guide: Tips for Living an Image World. In

it, we talk about what’s happening in the world of Cybernetics, talk through

the definition of Epic and how it's become so popular, and dive into the

digital world of screen and image. We hope you find this as helpful and

informative as we do, and that it helps you navigate this new age of image.

Please let us know what you think.

Tips for Living an Image World – The Imagecene is a cybernetic system that is

comprised of human creations including: the internet, computers, digital

devices, cell phones, televisions, satellites, and the global internet.

Humans are WILLINGLY subjecting themselves to a system that is constantly

evolving, and input from the web of computers taken and processed to form an

“imagecene” or “image world”. * Insert Informational Link* Epic is an

interactive experience that explores digital spaces, ranging from the dark

web to the digital pacific. By taking part in this performance, you will be

invited into an interactive digital experience that will leave you

questioning the reality of the virtual world.

So we've opened up a world of digital imagery to our every day. We take

pictures, we get them 'groomed', share them, get them printed, clip them,

filter them, shop for them, print them on t-shirts, and on and on. There's

been a documentary (no pun intended) about what this all means to our culture

and about how we shape our lives through imagery and the decisions that we

make based on these images. This is called the "Imagecene"... and we here at

Epic are proud to be living in this crazy time where, for better or worse, we

relate to each other by how we present ourselves. That's why we're creating

tools to help make the "Imagecene" easier. So check out some of our tools and

our "Imagecene" related posts here: <YOUR_URL>

It's easy to get caught up in a world defined by image, a world of

"Imagecene" where we're more absorbed in image than we are in reality. But

we've been here before. The urge to create a new type of synthetic human,

defined and controlled by "cybernetic" principles, has been with us since at

least the late 1800s, when psychologists Ivan Pavlov and BF Skinner proposed

a radical vision of biological optimality. Fast forward a couple of

centuries, and you'll find a vision for the future that's being described by

a Silicon Valley tech investor named Tim Draper and futurist Ray Kurzweil.

They call it the "Epic" -- a radically different type of human. Check out

their websites to learn more: <YOUR_URL> <YOUR_URL>



The digital age is directly affecting our habits and behavior, affecting what

we say, how we say it, and what we listen to. The Imagecene is the age of

information overload, where distraction is at epidemic levels. We must learn

to build new habits that help us succeed in our hyper-connected world.

Cybernetics is a subfield of systems theory that looks at how organisms adapt

to their environment through feedback mechanisms. The use of the word

“cybernetics” itself was coined (as “cyberneticist”) by Norbert Wiener in

1948. An epic quote from Wiener is: “The field of cybernetics is founded on a

biological hypothesis: the hypothesis of optimality, that is, of striving for

organisms to achieve or realize their own most distinctive features, their

own most characteristic operations.”

Learn the solutions and practices our TIPS FOR LIVING AN IMAGE WORLD include.

As humans, we're living through an Imagecene. It's a time when the

human-controlled overseers of cybernetics have transitioned to being almost

invisible. They've been replaced by styling, image consultants, digital

manipulation, AI, cybernetic implants, and a reliance on mobile technology.

For the first time in human history, humans need to be aware of how they're

living within the Digital Age. EPIC's next class (September 17th) breaks down

the Imagecene and illuminates the philosophies and practices for living in

the Digital Age. <YOUR_URL>

Tips for living an image world. We are in the 4th era of cybernetics and we

should be scanning for the Imagecene. <USER> calls it the conceptual pivot of

cybernetics away from the organism and towards the tribe. The tribes of the

digital age and the tribes of biological optimality have a lot in common. One

tribe is in perfect communication with its environment, and with itself, the

other is completely lost on its own island. For the human race to survive and

thrive, we must become our own best nutritionist and cybernetician. We’re

only as strong as our weakest link, and the weakest link is us. <USER>

"Tips for Living an Image World" is the theme for the second issue of

Imagecene, the new journal of cybernetics and contemporary art founded by

gestalt artist John Jones, curator and theorist Joseph Nechvatal and The Epic

Agency. In the 21st century, we inhabit a world dominated by images. Images

like: selfies, art selfies, selfies as art, images of art, images of art

accompanied by selfies, images featuring art in museums, images of art in

museums featuring selfies, images of art in museums featuring art in museums

featuring art featuring art featuring art featuring art featuring art

featuring art featuring art featuring art featuring art in the museums.

Imagecene seeks to theorize the 21st's complex relationship between digital

and biological optimality. Quantum entanglement music.



With all the craziness in the world, it can be easy to begin to identify with

the chaos. In this period, it is important to center ourselves through

continuous self-examination and alignment of our inner world with the outer

world, and our Self with our images and recordings, in order to bring about

healing and transformation. In this series, we are going to take a deep dive

into tips and tricks for living an image world through the lense of

cybernetics and Epic, through the lens of digital, through the lens of

biological optimization, through the lens of quantum entanglement music. We

hope you join us each week in order to bring forth the most optimal material

to align yourself, your images, and your music. <YOUR_URL>



In a fictional universe that is an "image world," where the fundamental

nature of reality itself is based on images or visual information, it is

likely that traditional methods of making music as we know them would not be

possible. This is because music as we know it typically involves the use of

sound waves, which are a type of physical vibration that travels through a

medium such as air or water. In an image world, there might not be a physical

medium through which sound waves could travel, and therefore no way to

produce or perceive music in the traditional sense.

However, there are a few potential alternatives that could potentially be

used to create music in an image world:

Image-based music: In an image world, it might be possible to create music by

manipulating the visual data that makes up the environment in a specific way.

This could involve using advanced software or hardware to select and arrange

different images or visual patterns in a way that creates a desired musical

effect.

Mental music: In an image world where mental abilities are advanced enough,

it might be possible to create music by directly accessing and manipulating

the visual data of the environment using mental powers. This could involve

using telepathy or other mental abilities to project specific images or

patterns in a way that creates a desired musical effect.

Holographic music: In an image world where advanced holographic technologies

exist, it might be possible to create music by projecting holographic images

or patterns in a way that creates a desired musical effect. This could

involve using specialized software or devices to control the projection of

holographic images in real-time.

Quantum entanglement music: In an image world where quantum entanglement is

possible, it might be possible to create music by manipulating the

interactions between entangled particles or waves in a way that creates a

desired musical effect. This could involve using specialized software or

devices to control the entanglement and interactions of these particles or

waves.

These are just a few examples of potential alternative processes for creating

music in a fictional image world. The specific technologies and processes

that would be used would depend on the specific nature of the universe in

question.




